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1. Summary of the impact  
Professor Sir George Benjamin has produced three major compositions embodying his practice-
led research into post-tonal opera: Into the Little Hill (2006), Written on Skin (2012) and Lessons 
in Love and Violence (2018). These operas have been widely heard internationally, with Written 
on Skin now one of the most performed operas composed in the 21st century. The approach these 
compositions take to the problem of writing 21st-century opera has also been discussed in 
publications, talks and interviews. Since 2013, these works have invigorated the field of 
contemporary opera, enriching the repertory of c50 institutions around the world and empowering 
them to take new risks. They have stimulated public critical discourse, promoting audiences’ sense 
of engagement with the arts. And they have created significant practical and artistic benefits for 
arts organisations and businesses. 

2. Underpinning research  
George Benjamin has been Henry Purcell Professor of Composition at King’s College London 
since 2002 and has been a prominent figure in the field of music composition for the last 40 years. 
His three operas Into the Little Hill [1] (composed and premiered 2006), Written on Skin [2] 
(composed 2009–12, premiered 2012) and Lessons in Love and Violence [3] (composed 2015–
17, premiered 2018) constitute the underpinning research of this case, along with his development 
over the last 20 years of the musical language deployed in these works. All three operas were 
created in collaboration with the leading playwright Martin Crimp, who wrote the libretti; this case 
is based on Benjamin’s music.  

Developing a post-tonal musical language with storytelling power 
Benjamin has developed an innovative musical language that addresses longstanding problems 
in his field of post-tonal composition. While post-tonal music dominates composition as a research 
field in universities and research institutes, it has historically had a difficult relationship with opera. 
This is partly because post-tonal language does not lend itself to linear narrative, having 
abandoned the logic of harmonic progress that defines traditional tonality. Its lack of clear 
harmonic progress also makes it more difficult for this language to engage listeners with dramatic 
force. This creates a situation in which opera does not fully benefit from the most cutting-edge 
musical language, and the dramatic potential of post-tonal language is not fully exploited. 
Benjamin’s research has sought to address this situation. It works to solve problems of harmonic 
motion and narrative in post-tonal music (where stasis or vertical organisation has displaced 
tonality’s harmonic momentum and associated narrative drive), and to exploit the potential of post-
tonal language to tell new kinds of stories. As described in his own writing and in analyses by other 
scholars, such as Philip Rupprecht, one aspect of his contribution is to develop a kind of harmony 
that is not governed by the bass line, as is conventional, but is instead driven from within complex 
musical textures. Another aspect is the use of simple motivic cells that interact and transform in 
dynamic ways. Both, along with the coordinated manipulation of timbre and register, contribute to 
a sense of movement that nonetheless defies traditional models of harmonic progress.  
     This intricate musical language was first developed in small-scale works, but since 2006 
Benjamin has turned to composing opera, pressing his musical language to the purposes of 
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opera’s large scale, drama and public address, and in this sense pushing its control of harmony 
and narrative to new limits. His 2006 work Into the Little Hill, a short chamber opera, was his first 
foray into the genre. He built on this work with the full-scale opera Written on Skin, widely 
considered his ‘breakthrough’ work because of its success in deploying Benjamin’s compositional 
techniques on a large scale with intense dramatic effect, in ways comprehensible to the ear. It was 
followed up by Lessons in Love and Violence. Here Benjamin used his musical language to 
explore a new type of large-scale motion that involves kaleidoscopic rotation, rather than the linear 
force of Written on Skin. Benjamin’s three operas show how a complex and ambiguous post-tonal 
language can tell a story in which music is the driving force. 

Anchoring the voice and exploiting timbre in post-tonal opera 
In his writing for the voice, Benjamin addresses a set of problems with singing in post-tonal operas, 
in which vocal lines tend to be isolated from the orchestra and surrounding harmonies, leading to 
difficulty in both comprehension and performance. Benjamin has developed ways of anchoring the 
pitches of the vocal line in the orchestral texture, a technique enabled in part by the approaches 
described above. Benjamin also based his writing for the voice on research into the vocal qualities 
of specific singers – an unusual technique in post-tonal composition, which has tended to treat 
voices as more neutral instruments; similarly, he called on the sound of a specific orchestra in 
composing Written on Skin. The resulting operas draw on and exploit those particular qualities, 
creating rich opportunities for musicians, enabling distinctly embodied and forceful performances, 
and allowing control of timbre as an integral element. 

3. References to the research 
1. Benjamin, G. (2006). Into the Little Hill: A lyric tale in two parts for soprano, contralto and 
ensemble of 15 players, with text by Martin Crimp. Composed 2006; first performance 22 
November 2006, Opéra Nationale de Paris; published by Faber Music 2009.  
2. Benjamin, G. (2012). Written on Skin: Opera in three parts, with text by Martin Crimp. Composed 
2009–12; first performance: 7 July 2012, Festival d’Aix en Provence; published by Faber Music 
2012. Winner of Musical America Composer of the Year Award 2012/13; Fondation Prince Pierre 
de Monaco Musical Composition Prize 2015 [included as output in REF 2014]. 
3. Benjamin, G. (2018). Lessons in Love and Violence: Opera in two parts, with text by Martin 
Crimp. Composed 2015–17; first performance 10 May 2018, Royal Opera House, London; 
published by Faber Music 2017 [included as output in REF 2021]. 

4. Details of the impact  
Benjamin’s research has achieved a broad impact on the landscape of contemporary opera, due 
to its success in deploying a post-tonal language to tell complex stories in ways that communicate 
forcefully with listeners. The three operas embodying this research have been widely performed, 
recorded and broadcast over the last seven years, and have produced benefits to arts 
organisations and businesses, stimulated public interest in contemporary opera, and contributed 
to opera’s vitality as a medium. 
     To contextualise the impact of Benjamin’s operas: a major concern about the health of opera 
as an art form is that it threatens to be stuck in the past, with opera houses relying mainly on a 
small body of 18th- and 19th-century works. Opera houses seek to renew their repertory, but this 
is an uphill battle, with new operas often alienating audiences. Even successful new operas are 
performed only a few times; for instance, The Minotaur (2008), which was named by The Guardian 
as this century’s third most important composition (after Written on Skin as its second) [H p.114], 
has never been performed outside the Royal Opera House. Meanwhile, opera houses and 
composers feel a pressure to compromise musical complexity and innovation in order to appeal 
to wider audiences. Benjamin’s operas – in particular Written on Skin – have broken this pattern. 
Since its premiere in 2012, Written on Skin has been performed 112 times (86 since August 2013) 
by 30 organisations across Europe, Asia and North America, and in Argentina, with further 
performances scheduled for 2023–24. This makes it the most frequently performed opera 
composed this century [B pp.4–11]. Lessons in Love and Violence (2018) has already been 
performed in London, Amsterdam, Hamburg, Lyon and St Petersburg, with further performances 
scheduled (some cancelled due to Covid-19) through 2021 [B pp.17–19]. The chamber opera Into 
the Little Hill has been performed over 50 times within the last impact period [B pp.14–17]. All 
three works have also been widely heard in mediated form. This includes radio broadcasts on 
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Radio France (broadcasts of Into the Little Hill and Written on Skin in February 2020 each had an 
estimated audience of over 100,000, in addition to streaming audiences) [G]; a BBC television 
broadcast of the world premiere of Lessons; CD recordings of all three operas and DVD recordings 
of two; and streamed performances on platforms including YouTube, BBC iPlayer, BBC Sounds 
and Medici TV [B pp.20–21]. Among the more than 120 videos of Benjamin’s operas on YouTube, 
the complete performance of Lessons and Part I of Written on Skin alone have over 30,000 views 
each [B pp.22–58]. Between live performances and media, Benjamin’s operas have reached 
audiences worldwide in the millions, allowing them to demonstrate the viability and relevance of 
contemporary opera in the present. 

Invigorating contemporary opera 
By using cutting-edge musical language in a way that maximises dramatic force, Benjamin’s 
operas have helped invigorate the operatic repertory over the last seven years. They have 
expanded the repertory of opera houses, benefiting audiences by giving them access to less 
familiar works and styles. They have allowed arts organisations to take new risks on contemporary 
opera, benefiting the institutions mandated with maintaining the health and contemporary 
relevance of opera and classical music. And by demonstrating post-tonal music’s dramatic power, 
they have shifted thinking about the role of music in contemporary opera, and about the kind of 
music that can generate operatic success. 
     Benjamin’s operas have enriched the offerings of c50 festivals, opera houses and other musical 
institutions around the world over the last seven years [A], offering “a huge refreshing blast into 
the hallowed world of operatic repertoire”, according to Faber Music’s Performance Music Director 
and Vice Chairman [A]. Their success has also opened the way for institutions to further expand 
the operatic repertory, taking new risks. The former Director of the Festival d’Aix en Provence (an 
annual international music festival in Provence) states that “the public and media success of 
Written on Skin has created a feeling of trust by spectators, allowing the festival to take risks, year 
after year”; using this trust, the festival has since commissioned other new works, including an 
opera about Palestinian protest by the young Israeli composer Adam Maor (2019) and a 
multilingual community opera called Orfeo & Majnun (2018). He adds that Written on Skin’s 
success “contradicts the general impression that contemporary pieces don’t attract the audience”, 
thus “giving more confidence to the artistic administrators and the public in taking more risks”; this 
is essential, he says, to make opera “a living art form” [C]. At London’s Wigmore Hall, a 2013 
performance of Into the Little Hill (slightly before the impact period) had a long-term effect on its 
programming in later years, and the intervening growth of interest in contemporary music could 
be seen in its 2019 performance of the same work, attracting a full house. These performances 
have given the venue new confidence, according to its Director, to programme contemporary 
music, and especially to focus on individual living composers in order to diversify its programming 
[E]. This can be seen, for instance, in its appointment of Helen Grime (2016–18) and the American 
jazz musician Vijay Iyer (2019–20) as Composer in Residence. The Royal Opera House’s Director 
of Opera similarly attests that the success of Benjamin’s operas has been “very encouraging for 
our ambition to stage the best new works, and demonstrates there is certainly an audience for it” 
[F p.6]. 
     By placing post-tonal music’s ability to tell a complex and powerful story at opera’s dramatic 
centre, Benjamin’s works have shifted critical and institutional thinking about the role of music in 
contemporary opera, and about the kind of music that can lead to operatic success. The shift is 
evident in the declaration by The New York Times, about Written on Skin, that “Mr Benjamin’s 
score represents a triumph for modernist musical languages. At a time when so many new operas 
… pander to audiences with accessible, tepid contemporary styles, Mr Benjamin challenges 
listeners with dense harmonies, skittish lines and grating eruptions” [H p.35]. Faber Music’s 
Performance Music Director observes, “what George has made significant is the importance of 
the actual notes. Many opera houses choose who to commission for the music almost as an after-
thought, having established a text or story-line as the main point of interest. No one listening to 
any of George’s music could under-estimate how it carries the drama and tension completely” [A]. 
These operas are game-changers in this sense, challenging opera houses towards musical 
innovation, in ways that invigorate opera as a field. Benjamin’s operas have not only significantly 
expanded the 21st-century offerings of multiple institutions worldwide, but have emboldened 
institutions to further support and present contemporary music, thus maintaining opera and 
classical music as living art forms, while placing music firmly at the heart of opera’s future. 
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Stimulating public interest and engagement 
Benjamin’s works have stimulated public critical discourse on opera, promoting audiences’ sense 
of intellectual engagement and emotional connection with other listeners, the arts and cultural 
institutions. Benjamin has actively connected audiences with his research through residencies as 
featured composer at numerous festivals worldwide, including Tanglewood (US, August 2013), 
Lincoln Center’s Mostly Mozart Festival (US, 2015), Holland Festival (2018) and Festival 
Présences (February 2020). His operas have attracted widespread media attention, including an 
episode of the BBC TV series Imagine (2018) tracing the creation of Lessons, and a recent five-
episode series featuring Benjamin and his works on BBC Radio 3. The Artistic Director of the 
Festival Présences (an annual festival of contemporary music hosted by Radio France) notes that 
Benjamin attracts an unusually high level of coverage in the mainstream press, and that the 
coverage (including interviews in national newspapers) of the 2020 festival featuring Benjamin 
was “tremendous” [G], bringing new attention to the festival’s offerings. Written on Skin has been 
reviewed over 150 times since August 2013, and Lessons more than 50 times already [H pp.3–
121]. Listeners – whether critics, bloggers or online commenters – react with a rare intensity to the 
operas, responding to their distinctive combination of musical complexity and dramatic force, and 
their ability to broach large questions about power and violence in musically persuasive ways. The 
New York Times states, for instance, “Written on Skin is a psychologically gripping, emotionally 
heart-pounding and viscerally satisfying drama that throws up moral questions that linger long 
after its 90-minute run” [H p.11]. Audience members react similarly strongly on Twitter and other 
media. Responding on Twitter to the Royal Opera House’s performance of Lessons, one listener 
wrote, “Exquisite world premiere of ‘Lessons in Love and Violence’. There’s no one else making 
music this dense in political, poetic tension and beauty.” Another wrote, “Blown away by the power 
of Benjamin’s gripping & terrifying score. I’ve never been so enthralled by opera!” [F p.4]. At 
Moscow’s Bolshoi Theatre, a 2017 production of Written on Skin helped it more actively engage 
the public in contemporary music. According to its Head of Press, the performance was “important 
for the Bolshoi. We felt that we fulfilled our mission to make the Russian audience discuss new 
music. It also greatly helped us to convince [a] traditional audience that contemporary music can 
be so enjoyable” [D]. Benjamin’s works have also been used to engage audiences new to opera. 
Shadwell Opera, for instance, offered free performances of Into the Little Hill at community centres 
around Tower Hamlets in 2015, choosing it as a work of “searing relevance” in order “to engage 
and provoke”, according to its online publicity [B p.15]. Further suggesting its power to stimulate 
interest in contemporary music, Written on Skin was featured in a 2020 New York Times article 
about music that would “make you love 21st-century composers” [H p.116], and The New Yorker 
declared one of the “five takeaways” from Written on Skin to be this: “Modernism can be accessible 
– in the hands of an inspired composer” [H p.39]. By actively engaging audiences in these complex 
and unfamiliar works, Benjamin’s operas significantly enrich their cultural experience, while 
promoting a sense of connection with opera and contemporary music more broadly. 

Reshaping and enhancing arts organisations 
Benjamin’s operas have created significant practical and artistic benefits for the multiple arts 
organisations and businesses with which they are most closely associated, enhancing their 
reputations for contemporary music, redirecting their activities, and helping to shape their core 
identities. These benefits result both from the nature of Benjamin’s approach, especially his 
practice of drawing directly on the sound of specific performers, and from the operas’ success in 
using cutting-edge musical language to communicate forcefully with audiences, thus satisfying 
multiple constituencies. Written on Skin was composed specifically for the Mahler Chamber 
Orchestra (MCO), and the orchestra’s connection with Benjamin’s operas has transformed its life 
over the last seven years. According to the MCO’s Managing Director, its involvement with Written 
on Skin has created opportunities to perform at major international festivals and undertake a 2016 
European tour, while a tour of Lessons is planned for 2021 [J]. A number of its most prominent 
international appearances, he says, “would not have been possible without Written on Skin” [J]. 
Its performance of Written on Skin at the Barbican opened opportunities for other projects there, 
and “allowed us to demonstrate ourselves as a multi-faceted creative orchestra on many levels” 
[J]. Benjamin’s practice of drawing on the sound of specific performers in the process of 
composition has enabled the MCO to flourish. They state that this “has allowed MCO to show itself 
in a very strong way and to become better at doing what it does well already. This is a collaboration 
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that allows us to develop even more as an orchestra,” adding, “these pieces allow the MCO to 
shine and be understood for what it can do best” [J].  
     For the independent Nimbus Records, which has recorded all three operas, Benjamin’s music 
has become central to their identity in the wake of the operas’ success. Benjamin “is 
unquestionably Nimbus’ flagship”, according to its Artistic Director [I]. Nimbus’ recordings of 
Benjamin’s operas have won multiple awards and widespread recognition for the company, 
including a 2020 Grammy nomination for its recording of Lessons and a 2014 BBC Music 
Magazine Premiere Award for its recording of Written on Skin [B p.20]. Such recognition is due in 
no small part to the remarkable quality of the operas themselves and the performances they 
enable. Benjamin’s operas have also helped change the profile of their publisher Faber Music, 
according to its Performance Music Director. While Faber Music was not known for contemporary 
opera before Benjamin’s Into the Little Hill, she states, it now identifies as the publisher of “the two 
most celebrated opera composers [Benjamin and Adès] alive” [A]. Faber Music has benefited 
financially from the unusually high number of performances and broadcasts of Benjamin’s operas 
worldwide, she explains, as income is generated mainly from royalties [A]. The Festival d’Aix-en-
Provence has also reaped benefits from Written on Skin’s ongoing life since its 2012 premiere of 
the work; according to its former Director, the work’s “international success” has contributed 
directly to the “reputation of the Festival d’Aix-en-Provence for contemporary opera” [C]. 
Meanwhile, the Director of the Festival Présences notes that its 2020 festival featuring Benjamin 
“was the biggest success in recent years”, selling more tickets than any previous festival; Written 
on Skin in particular brought substantial new audiences, with 80% of its audience attending the 
Festival for the first time [G]. Benjamin’s operas, then, have enabled these organisations to flourish 
artistically and practically, demanding their highest skills and displaying them to audiences 
worldwide. 

5. Sources to corroborate the impact  
A. Testimonial from: Performance Music Director and Vice Chairman, Faber Music 
B. Performances and media circulation: publications, performances, recordings, broadcasts, and 
video recordings of performances, talks and lectures 
C. Testimonial from: former Director, Festival d’Aix-en-Provence, France 
D. Testimonial from: Head of Press, Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow, Russia 
E. Interview with: Director, Wigmore Hall  
F. Royal Opera House collaborations: sales and revenue figures; audience feedback; press 
coverage; testimonial from Director of Opera 
G. Interview with: Director, Festival Présences 2020, including sales and audience figures 
H. Media coverage: selected reviews from international media; selected radio and television 
interviews and features 
I. Testimonial from: Artistic Director and founder, Nimbus Records  
J. Interview with and testimonial from: Managing Director, Mahler Chamber Orchestra 
 

 


